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Abstract — Quality is the life of embedded systems, and the
testing is a basic guarantee for stable and reliable operation of
the embedded systems. Testing is an important part in the
development of any system as it represents the ultimate
verification and validation of specification, design and code.
The goal of testing is to design a series of test cases that has the
highest likelihood of finding most of the errors with a minimum
amount of time and effort. The techniques used to test the
embedded systems provide systematic guidance for designing
tests that exercise the internal logic of Embedded System
components and test the input and output domains of the
program to uncover errors in program function, behavior and
performance. Simulation can be used as an alternative to the
actual target system for a significant portion of the testing
effort, saving developers time and money, as well as increasing
test coverage and providing better debugging facilities, it
becomes much more necessary to construct embedded systems
testing environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Testing is an important part in the development of any
system as it represents the ultimate verification and
validation of specification, design and code. Once source
code has been generated, whether it represents hardware or
software, the system must be thoroughly tested to uncover as
many errors as possible before delivery to the customer. The
goal of testing is to design a series of test cases that has the
highest likelihood of finding most of the errors with a
minimum amount of time and effort. The techniques used to
test the embedded systems provide systematic guidance for
designing tests that exercise the internal logic of Embedded
System components and test the input and output domains of
the program to uncover errors in program function, behavior
and performance.
Testing is a process centered on the goal of finding
defects in a system. It may be for debugging reasons or
acceptance reasons – trying to find defects is an essential part
of every test process. Although the whole world agrees that it
is much better to prevent defects than to find and correct
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them, reality is that currently unable to produce defect-free
systems. Testing is an essential element in system
development – it helps to improve the quality of the system.
The ultimate goal of testing is to provide the organization
with well-informed advice on how to precede – advice based
on observed defects related to requirements of the system
(either explicitly defined or implicitly assumed). The testing
is itself does not directly improve the quality of the system.
But it does indirectly, by providing a clear insight to the
observed weaknesses of the system and the associated risks
for the organization. This enables management to make better
informed decisions on allocating resources for improving the
quality of the system.
To achieve these test goals, every test process contains
activities for planning what is needed, specifying what
should be tested, and executing those test cases. A generic
test approach can be defined providing the basic structured
approach for organizing a well-controlled test process.
As a consequence of the shorter development period,
various simulators have been used to test functional behavior
of the embedded control systems. Simulation can be used as
an alternative to the actual target system for a significant
portion of the testing effort, saving developers time and
money, as well as increasing test coverage and providing
better debugging facilities. This cover the technical issues
involved in creating simulated test systems, as well as the
business aspects and benefits. Simulating a system has
always carried the advantage of increased insight and
flexibility, at a cost in execution speed and timing fidelity the
real machine. However, until recently, use of simulation
technology for large scale embedded systems software
development and testing has been fairly limited.
Hardware designers for processors, supporting chip sets,
systems-on-chip, and servers have always made use of
simulation in order to model hardware early. Simulation is
used for performance evaluation, to test various ideas for
implementation, and to validate that a system works as
intended. Initial firmware bring-up and ports of operating
system codes to new embedded and other computers is quite
often performed using simulation tools, as the real hardware
is typically not available early enough.
II. EMBEDDED SYSTEMS DESIGN
A. Embedded Systems
An embedded system is a special purpose computer that
is used inside of a device. For example, a microwave oven
contains an embedded system that accepts input from panel,
controls the LCD display and turns on and off heating
elements that cook the food.
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An embedded system is a part of a product with which an
end user does not directly interact or control. Embedded
systems possess the following Characteristics.
 Embedded systems utilize mechanics, electronics,
and hardware and software technologies that are
closely related to each other. Due to the high
correlative dependence between software and
hardware, the functionality and performance of
embedded systems are implemented via
cooperation between hardware and software.
 Embedded
systems
often
have
real-time
requirements, i.e., correctness is partially a function
of time. Most embedded systems are controlled in
real-time, and usually adopted to fulfill those tasks
with high real-time requirements.
 Many embedded systems must be robust, i.e., their
behavior must always be controlled, even during
system failure.
Embedded systems usually have limited hardware resources,
memory size and running speed are restricted the embedded
CPU and target environment.
B. Structure of embedded systems
An embedded system is a specialized computer system
that is part of a larger system of machine. Typically, an
embedded system is housed on a single microprocessor board
with the program stored in ROM. Some examples of
applications of embedded systems are consumer electronics,
telecommunications, automobiles, and plant control.
Although the application domains are different from each
other, they have the common structure in functional
configuration. Figure 1 shows a layered structure including
hardware
platform,
hardware-dependent
software,
application software, and application programming
interfaces. Application program interface are necessary for
communication between the hardware-dependent software,
and application layer of software. The hardware- dependent
software is connected with the physical hardware and
network. Real-time operating system and device drivers are
closely coupled with hardware platform. From viewpoint of
an application domain, performance and size the constraints
that usually determine the hardware platform [3].

Figure1. Functional structure of embedded systems

III. TESTING ENVIRONMENT

characteristics of system under test (SUT) and different
testing restrictions in the process of embedded system testing.
That means we should developed different testing
environment for different SUT or even for different testing
requirement for the same SUT, which causes the
specialization of testing environment. The specialization of
testing environment leads some problems: Low reusability,
Low reliability, Poor effect. So it is necessary to research
how to ensure the testing environment has ability to follow
the changing of the requirements. We attempt to solve this
problem by developing testing environment framework [5]
[6] with good reusability.
A. Test Environment Architecture
Embedded system testing environment (ESTE) is a kind
of computer system that orients to embedded system testing.
Using ESTE, tester can organize the inputs of SUT, complete
configuration, drive test process and collect the output of
SUT in order to realize the real-time testing for the embedded
systems.

Figure2. Architecture of ESTE

Fig. 2 shows the architecture of ESTE which is composed of
test scheduling, test resource management, test configuration,
file management. As it is shown in figure 2, the test
environment runs on the host where there are abundant
resources.
The functions of testing environment host are
1. Test Scheduling - Completing the monitoring and
scheduling during test process, and realizing the
automatic testing with nobody by the use of
script-driven method.
2. Test Resource Management – Managing test
resources during test process, depositing and getting
test results and recording the test script.
3. Testing Environment Configuration – allowing the
tester to configure the testing environment such as
selecting and downloading the agent, selecting the
interfaces between host and the target machine, and
configure the multi terminal cooperating testing.
4. File Management – Recording the testing log
information and forming test report.

In view of the complexity of embedded system, testing
environments are constantly changing because of different
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B. Test process
Erroneous embedded systems may cause serious
accidents related to human safety. Therefore it is essential to
detect any errors in the embedded systems through various
test processes. The embedded systems are often subjected to
change to meet customers need and functionalities, so that it
is desirable to automate testing to improve the efficiency of
process. Since there are huge number of test cases to execute
in embedded systems, automation is required to maximize
coverage and reliability.
Test automation consists of following three steps: Test
case generation, test execution and result analysis. Test
generator allow tester to generate test cases that can be
executed automatically in testing environment. Test analyzer
is developed in order to analyze test results. It compares test
result from the simulation of the behavior model with the
expected result. Target-suite provides automated testing
environment for system under test. Target-suite consists of
hardware equipment and control software. Here hardware
equipment means system under test and control software
consists of target-practice and target monitor. Target-practice
which can map I/O signals of the functional model with a real
ECU model. The other is Target-Monitor which analyzes and
shows the execution result on PC monitor. Fig. 3 shows the
picture of target-suite.

Developed system consists of four servo motors
whose functioning is to monitor and test serial production of
process flow automation system. System also consists of
input channel which is connected to proximity sensors for
giving input signals to the system. Task of proximity sensors
is to provide input signals in the form of 0’s and 1’s (low and
high) to the input channels. Depending on the input signals
given by input channels corresponding servo motors work
on. By setting the sequence of servo motors developer can set
numbers of functional task. Since there are four input
channels so user can get 16 different combinations.

Figure4. Process Flow Automation System in Simulating
Environment

.
Figure5. Result of Process Flow Automation System in
Simulating Environment

Figure3. Target-Suite

IV. EVALUATIONS
Growing Technology and their development
increasingly influence Automation in industry. And, it plays
an important role in the global economy and in our daily
lives. Almost all the process monitoring systems installed as
a part of plant or production process are basically Digital
Control Systems DCS connected by digital networks. The
purpose of automation has shifted from increasing
productivity and reducing costs, to broader issues, such as
increasing safety, quality and flexibility in the manufacturing
process. With the help of DCS and wireless network, it is
possible to make both startup activity and operational
routines of a complicated process much easier and more
efficient. DCS also offer process modeling and simulation.
We demonstrate the use of evolutionary testing for
functional testing in an industrial setting by applying the
developed solution to the testing of Process Flow
Automation System through Simulating Environment.

Fig. 4 describes process flow automation system in
simulating environment. To test sequence of process flow
automation in simulation Testing Environment, firstly it is
connected to simulation testing environment through serial
port as per the given APIs of the selected device. By
Selecting corresponding port tester can make connection to
device. After clicking on start button of testing environment
user can test
sequence of process flow automation in
simulation Testing environment. And result of working
corresponding servo motors will be display on simulating test
environment as shown in Fig.
V. CONCLUSION
The complexity of the embedded systems is ever
increasing while high system quality is demanded at the same
time. With the continuously growing software and system
complexity in electronic control unit and shorting release
cycles, the need for efficient testing grows. To increase the
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reliability, quality and consistency of embedded systems at
development stage, it becomes much more necessary to
construct embedded system testing environment.
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